
Fun Facts
There is a beautiful world out there 
waiting for us. And we have the 
facts to prove it. 

Color and Draw
Stay creative at home with our 
coloring and drawing templates.

Cut-Outs
Print them, cut them out and 
decorate your fridge, laptop or 
your kid‘s room.

Concentration Game
Try to find the matching drawings 
from the kurzgesagt universe. 
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The distance from the ocean’s surface to 
the maximum known depth, the Challenger 
Deep, is almost 11 kilometers. The Mount 
Everest is only 8.8 kilometers high. So if you 
were to put Mount Everest into the 
Challenger Deep it would still be more than 
2 kilometers away from the ocean‘s surface. 
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The Ocean is 
Deeper Than 
Mount Everest

02
Salty Oceans
The salt in the oceans is “dissolved” rock 
from land, which is washed into the seas 
by rain. The concentration of salt in 
seawater (salinity) is about 35 parts per 
thousand, on average.
This is quite a lot! If the salt in the ocean 
could be removed and spread evenly over 
the Earth’s land surface it would form a 
layer more than 500 feet thick, about the 
height of a 40-story office building.

Mariana Trench
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03
Heavy on the Stomach
The sloth is widely known for its slowness 
and inactivity. If you think the way they move 
is slow, wait until you hear about their 
digestion! Sloths are arboreal which means 
that they mainly live on trees. 
So they mostly eat leaves which are pretty 
hard to digest. Also sloths need to digest 
them very thoroughly in their large stomachs 
to get all get enough nutrients. And they 
take their time: a single leaf can take up to a 
month or more to be fully digested!

06
Part of the Earth
Did you know that the Moon was once part 
of Earth? The theory is that when Earth was 
a relatively young planet, it was struck by a 
giant object and this collision broke a piece of 
the Earth away to create the Moon. This piece 
then began to orbit the Earth as a result of 
its gravitational pull. 

07
Bacteria Everywhere!
Every one of us is teeming with bacteria all 
the time! In fact there are 10 times more 
bacterial cells in your body than human cells. 
Don’t worry, though: most of these bacteria 
are helpful. In fact, we couldn’t survive 
without them. Some help us digest our food 
and others help strengthen our immune 
system. Thank you, bacteria!

04
The Longest Day

Venus is the hottest planet in our solar 
system and incidentally also has a very slow 
axis rotation. This means that to complete 
one full rotation Venus needs about 243 
Earth days. While orbiting around the sun 
only takes Venus 224 Earth days. 
This means a singe day on Venus is longer 
than a Venus year! 

05
The Nutty Gardener
Did you know that tree squirrels are quite the 
prolific gardeners? 
During the autumn and winter months their 
main diet consists of nuts and seeds. Active 
throughout the year, the squirrels store large 
quantities of seeds and nuts in the ground – 
usually acorns – to see them through the 
winter. But squirrels don’t recover all their 
hidden treasure. These forgotten acorns are 
now free to sprout and grow into beautiful 
oak trees. Because of this tree squirrels are 
one of the most important animals for 
helping oaks to spread around the world.

Even though we‘re stuck inside we still appreciate 
this beautiful world we live in!



Take some time out of your day to focus on the simple task 
of coloring. Just print these pages at home and color with 
whatever you have at hand. Wether you‘re sitting down 

with your kids or coloring these pages alone, we recom-
mend preparing a fresh pot of tea to get the full calming 
effect.
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Coloring Corner
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Get Creative!
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It can be hard to stay creative while you‘re stuck at home. 
But it can help to keep your brain active. Simply print this 
page and take this chance to challenge yourself. 

Try to come up with as many different sea creatures as 
you can. They don‘t have to be pretty or make a whole lot 
of sense. Just have fun with it!
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Get Creative!
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Now how about space creatures? Can you try to imagine 
what aliens might look like? How many can you come 
up with?
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Paper Zoo
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Sea Creatures

Bring these creatures into your home. Print them, cut them 
out and set them free in your appartment. Put them on 
your fridge, use them to decorate your laptop or glue them 

to a couple of pencils to play with them. 
It‘s your choice!   

Insects
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Mammals

Paper Zoo

Birds
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the parts together — voilá – Octopus companion for the 
quarantine (and for life).

Build an Octopus
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What‘s better than being stuck at home? Being stuck at 
home with a cute octopus! Print this cute creature, glue 
front and back together on a piece of cardboard and put

Part 1 – Front

Part 1 – Back
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fold here



Build an Octopus
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Part 2 – Front

Part 2 – Back
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fold here



Message in a Bottle
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Send it
to someone

you miss!
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Since you might not be able to visit your friends and family 
right now maybe you would like to let them know you‘re 

thinking about them. Print this postcard, write something 
nice or draw a duck and bring a smile to their faces. 
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Message in a Bottle
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Send it
to someone

you miss!
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kurzgesagt Concentration Game
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How about a kurzgesagt game to pass the time? We 
designed 35 cards for you. Print them twice to get 

matching pairs. Cut them out, glue on the backs featuring 
the kurzgesagt earth and start playing!

Angler Fish01 Saturn06 Cake11

Octopus02 The Sun07 Pak Choi12

Clown Fish03 Black Hole08 Sweet Potato13

White Spotted Jellyfish04 Galaxy09 Sushi14

Sacura Speciosa05 Meteoroids10 Banana15

Grasshopper16

Rhino Beetle17

Dragonfly18

Ant19

Honey Bee20
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Mushroom21 Excavator26 Asteroid31

Tree22 Mars Rover27 Meat Bird32

Palm Tree23 Space Shuttle28 Mochi33

Reed24 Robot29 EU-Mech-300034

Flower25 Wind Power Plant30 Duck35

kurzgesagt Concentration Game
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kurzgesagt Concentration Game



Take Care &
Stay Healthy!


